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The audio portion of the conference may be accessed via the telephone or by using your computer's
speakers. Please refer to the instructions emailed to registrants for additional information. If you
have any questions, please contact Customer Service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1.
NOTE: If you are seeking CPE credit, you must listen via your computer — phone listening is no
longer permitted.

Tips for Optimal Quality

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet connection.
If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. Otherwise, please
send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately so we can address the
problem.
If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

NOTE: If you are seeking CPE credit, you must listen via your computer — phone
listening is no longer permitted.
Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom right of the
slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.

Continuing Education Credits

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar.
A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email that you
will receive immediately following the program.
For CPE credits, attendees must participate until the end of the Q&A session and
respond to five prompts during the program plus a single verification code. In addition,
you must confirm your participation by completing and submitting an Attendance
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar.
For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 2.

Program Materials

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please
complete the following steps:
•

Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

•

The PDF will open a separate tab/window. Print the slides by clicking on the
printer icon.
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Money
• What is money?

• An accepted medium of exchange that facilitates
transactions

• Why is money (or anything, for that matter)
worth something?

• Precious metal coins could be melted and used for
other purposes
• “…because I said so!” – fiat money

• Inflation
• Exchanging gold coins for diluted gold coins  more
coins in circulation, therefore more coins to buy same
goods
• In today’s terms, a country’s central bank prints more
money (increase in supply) – e.g., quantitative easing
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The Dematerialization of Money
• Western Union
• Sending and receiving money via
telegraph

• With credit cards, Apple Pay, etc.
who needs paper money?
• Cashless economies
• Norway, Sweden, and your local
stores

• How can you get paid without a
corporate intermediary?
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The Internet of Money
• Enter Bitcoin (and other
cryptocurrency):

• A decentralized computer network
that maintains an ownership ledger

• What did people say about the
internet in its infancy?
• The same is now being said about
Bitcoins. Why:
• Volatility
• Anonymity
• Proliferation of digital currencies
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Bitcoin: How It Works
• Current electronic payment system relies on financial
institutions serving as “trusted third parties”
• Dispute mediation and fraud

• Bitcoin is a payment network seeking to replace
dependency on such financial institutions
• Based on cryptographic proof instead of trust
• Seller protected from fraud
• Routine escrow can protect buyers

• Concern: double spending
• Solution: peer-to-peer distributed timestamp server
• Players: Payor, Payee, computers, ledger, public key,
private key, wallet, and exchanges
• Resolution?

• Miners required to compute hashes for ledger blocks by trying
various “nonces” until they generate a satisfying signature
• If half of the computers agree, the hash becomes the new
hash
• Huh?
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Bitcoin: How It Works
• An electronic coin is a chain of digital
signatures.
• Owner transfers the coin by digitally signing a
hash of the previous transaction and the public
key of the next owner.
• Private keys and public keys – think email or
WhatsApp

• Transactions are recorded in blocks, with each
block containing the signature of the previous
block. The linking makes them a chain of
blocks, or blockchain.
• Double spending is solved by (1) publicly
announcing all transactions and (2) requiring
the system to agree on a single history of the
order of all transactions
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Bitcoin: How It Works
• Because the payee is concerned about double spending, he/she needs proof
at the time of the transaction that he/she is first.
• A timestamp server works by taking a hash of a block of items to be
timestamped and widely publishing the hash.
• Each timestamp includes the previous timestamp in its hash, forming a
chain, with each additional timestamp reinforcing the ones before it.
• A “proof-of-work” system is used to implement the timestamp server. Once
computer effort is expended to satisfy the proof-of-work, the block cannot
be changed without redoing the work. The incentive is a new coin owned by
the creator of the block.
• Since the blocks are chained, the work to change the block would include
redoing all the blocks after it.
• This works so long as the majority of the CPU power is controlled by honest
nodes.
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Bitcoin: How It Works
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Wallets and Exchanges
• A digital wallet is a software
program that allows you to
interact with the network
• The wallet stores public and
private keys
• Backup
• Encrypt
• Offline wallet

• An exchange is a business that
allows customers to trade
cryptocurrencies for other
assets
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Cryptocurrency Guidance
• March 18, 2013 FinCEN’s Regulations to Persons Administering,
Exchanging or Using Virtual Currencies FIN-2013-G001
• Virtual Economies and Currencies, GAO 13-516 (May 2013)
• IRS Notice 2014-21 (2014)
• AICPA Comments on Notice 2014-21 dated June 10, 2016
• Sept 21, 2016 Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration
Report finds “As the Use of Virtual Currencies in Taxation Become
More Common, Additional Actions are Needed.”
• May 9, 2019 FINCEN notices: Guidance (to MSBs) and Advisory (to
banks)
• October 9, 2019 IRS Rev. Rul. 2019-24, 2019-44 IRB 1004 (treatment
of hard forks)
• October 9, 2019 IRS publishes frequently asked questions (FAQs)
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Rev. Rul. 2019-24
• A “hard fork” occurs when a cryptocurrency on a distributed ledger
undergoes a protocol change resulting in a permanent diversion from
the legacy or existing ledger.
• A hard fork may result in a new cryptocurrency on a new ledger (e.g.
Bitcoin Cash)

• An “air drop” is the distribution of units of a cryptocurrency to the
distributed ledger addresses of multiple Taxpayers. According to the
Rev. Rul., a hard fork is not always followed by an airdrop.
• Cryptocurrency from an airdrop generally is received (for tax
purposes) on the date and at the time it is recorded on the
distributed ledger, if he/she is able to exercise dominion and control.
If not, receipt occurs when the taxpayer has dominion and control.
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Rev. Rul. 2019-24
• Receipt is an accession to wealth, and the taxpayer has ordinary
income in the taxable year in which the new cryptocurrency is
received.
• If it is similar to a prize or found money, can you “throw it back” like a
home run base ball (IR-98-56)?
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FAQs
• Caveats:
• Apply only to taxpayers who hold virtual currency as a capital asset.
• The FAQs are not published in the Internal Revenue Bulletin, so they are not
binding on the IRS, are subject to change, and cannot be relied upon by
taxpayers as authoritative or as precedent for their individual facts and
circumstances.
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FAQs
• Income:
• Cryptocurrency for services is income; wages for employment tax purposes.
• If received by an independent contractor, constitutes self-employment
income.
• Amount of income is the FMV of cryptocurrency when received (recorded on
ledger); basis in this cryptocurrency is the same.
• No income when transferring between your wallets.

• Disposition:
• Must recognize short-/long-term capital gain/loss on disposition.
• Disposition when pay for services with cryptocurrency; disposition price is
the FMV of services you receive. Same with exchange for other property.
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FAQs
• “Off-chain” FMV  The IRS will accept as evidence of fair market
value the value as determined by a cryptocurrency or blockchain
explorer that analyzes worldwide indices of a cryptocurrency and
calculates the value of the cryptocurrency at an exact date and
time. If you do not use an explorer value, you must establish that the
value you used is an accurate representation of the cryptocurrency’s
fair market value.
• Gifts  No income; same basis as in normal gift situations.
• Donations  No income, gain, or loss if donation to 170(c)
organization; deduction amount depends on holding period
• Ability to trace on disposition if can specifically identify which unit(s)
involved in transaction and basis in unit(s). Otherwise FIFO.
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IRS Enforcement
• Coinbase:
• IRS issues summons to Coinbase on November 17, 2016
• November 28, 2017, court denies Coinbase’s motion to quash and orders it
to respond to a narrowed summons.
• February 2018, Coinbase informed approximately 13,000 customers that it
was providing TIN, name, DOB, address, and historical transaction records
during 2013-2015

• Cryptocurrency compliance is an IRS priority…
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IRS Letter Campaign
• On July 26, 2019 IRS issued IR-2019-132 and announced that it had
began sending so-called ‘educational letters’ to more than 10,000
taxpayers regarding their potential failure to report income and pay
taxes from or improperly reporting cryptocurrency transactions
• IRS said that the names of the U.S. taxpayers who received the letter
were obtained “through various on-going IRS compliance efforts”
• These efforts are believed to include information gathered as a
result of the Coinbase ‘John Doe’ Summons, information exchange
with other taxing authorities and IRS’ use of artificial intelligence
and data analytics
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IRS Letter Campaign
1. Letter 6173
• “We have information that you have one or more accounts containing virtual
currency and may not have met your U.S. filing and reporting requirements”
• File delinquent or amended returns
• “If you believe you followed all tax and information reporting requirements
relating to your virtual currency accounts” submit a statement of facts
explaining your position which must be signed under penalty of perjury
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IRS Letter Campaign
2. Letter 6174
• “We have information that you have or had one or more accounts containing
virtual currency but may not know the requirements for reporting
transactions involving virtual currency”
• File delinquent or amended returns
• If you do not accurately report your virtual currency transactions you may be subject to
future civil and criminal enforcement activity.
• NOTE: Unlike Letter 6173, a response is not required if the Taxpayer does not file an
amended or delinquent return.
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IRS Letter Campaign
3. Letter 6174
• “We have information that you have or had one or more accounts containing
virtual currency but may not have properly reported your transactions
involving virtual currency”
• File delinquent or amended returns
• If you do not accurately report your virtual currency transactions, you may be subject
to future civil and criminal enforcement activity.
• NOTE: Unlike Letter 6173 (but like Letter 6174), no response is required if the Taxpayer
does not elect to file an amended or delinquent return.
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IRS Letter Campaign
• The letters were not idly or randomly sent—the IRS sent one to your client based on it
having some indication that the client has a cryptocurrency reporting issue.
• Letter 6173 looks to be the most ominous as it actually requires affirmative response in
all cases (suggesting IRS may view the situation as more serious based on the
information it has)
• If you are not an attorney and, even if you are, but are not functioning as one for this
client (i.e.: you are not providing legal advice-only tax preparation services), your client
may not have an attorney-client privilege if he/she has a discussions with you about his
‘crypto’ activities after receiving this letter
• Getting your client to seek competent legal counsel is the best advice you can give
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Criminal Exposure
• Possible criminal charges:
•
•
•
•

Attempt to evade or defeat tax/tax evasion (IRC § 7201)
Willfully filing a false return (IRC § 7206)
Conspiracy to defraud the government (18 USC § 286)
Conspiracy to commit offense (18 USC § 371)

• A person convicted of tax evasion is subject to a prison term of up to
5 years and a fine.
• Willfully filing a false return subjects a person to a prison term of up
to three years and a fine.
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IRS Use of Analytics
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IRS Use of Analytics
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Issues to Spot for Badges of Fraud
• Use of “mixers” or “tumblers”
• Software or services that let VC users mix their coins with other users in
order to preserve privacy
• Some services have been banned in other countries (see Dutch Financial
Intelligence and Investigation Service shutting down Bestmixer.io)

• “Off-chain” transactions
• Others beyond our comprehension?
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Per Se Willfulness?
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Questions?

Zhanna A. Ziering
zziering@capdale.com
212.379.6975

Victor A. Jaramillo
vjaramillo@capdale.com
202.862.8851
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